Information & protest rally for equal treatment.
Against the 95dB regulation. Against motorcycle roadblocks.
No more locking out motorcyclists, while transport by car, plane and train pushes millions of other
leisure travelers through burdened settlement areas!
“Motorcyclists need a strong united front against unequal treatment. And for having our civil rights
respected. We are legal tourists, not criminals” - Regina Stiller, Bikers' Voice.

Program & Lecturers
·

What has Bikers' Voice achieved
Regina Stiller & Thomas Schluet, motorcyclists, founders of Bikers' Voice

·

How is noise generated? How is it perceived? What does standing noise have to do with driving noise?
DI Christian Wagner, motorcyclist, electrical engineer, technical expert on traffic, noise and
accidents.

·

The legal aspects of the 95 dB regulation - a case study.
Dr Benedict Wallner, motorcyclist, lawyer

·

The situation on Salzburg's streets
Grinsp. Christian Sommerlath, motorcyclist, policeman, driving technique trainer

·

The situation in Tyrol, especially in Landeck
Ing. Mag. Thomas Hittler, motorcyclist, deputy mayor of Landeck, responsible for planning, traffic,
construction and water

·

The situation in Germany, route closures and how they are dealt with
BVDM, German Federation of Motorcyclists

·

Effects on economy, trade and workshops
Statements from retailers, affected parties and the media

·

Motorcycle Consecration

·

Open Air Motorcycle Show
Motorcycle innovations, clothing, safety, accessories. Take the opportunity to test drive the latest
models in all classes. (Ducati, Suzuki, Harley, KTM, Moto Guzzi, Vespa, Honda, BMW, Triumph,
Aprilia, Sherco, WP, Polo, KLIM.

·

Realistic driving technique group training at the highest level by PS Training
(https://www.ps-training.eu).

(Reservation necessary. Price 490,-- / participant. Only a few places left!)

How can I participate?
Just drive there. Bring as many friends as you can. Take a stand!
When?
Saturday May 21, 2022; 08:00- 18:00
Expert statements, rally
Motorcycle consecration from 12:00 - 13:00
Cost?
Admission and participation are free!
Where?
Paddock Salzburgring
(A1 exit Thalgau between Hof and Salzburg)

https://www.facebook.com/events/547422903364834

Bikers’ Voice
https://bikers-voice.at
https://www.facebook.com/Bikers-Voice-Die-Stimme-der-Biker-210927583681164

